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Sy*phonyends' yleseason m st
ByJESSICAIVOOD

NEWS-PRESS CORRESPONDM{T

The Santa Barbara Syioptrony,
under the direction of Gisdle Ben-
Dor, ended its 50th anniversary
season with two crowd-pleasers:
pianist Emanuel Ax and Beethov-
en's Fifth Symphony. Saturday
night's concert at the Arlington
Theahe was a festive affair, but the
artistic results were mixed.

The concert began with Vaughan
Williams' "Fantasia
on a Theme by
Thomas Tallis,"
featuring the
skings alone in
soaring lines and
exchangesbetween
various groups of inskuments. When
all together, the ensemble sounded
lush and emotiG, supporbed by the
especially resonant lower sfuings.

Passages with smaller groups of
instruments, on the othei hand,
seemed tentative and less expres-
sive. Enhances herewere notalways
precise and in tune, despite Ms.
Ben-Dorrs large, aggressive motions.
An exception to this were the string
soloists, including violinists Miran
Kojian and Gloria Autry violist
Kirsten Monke and cellist Geoffrey
Rutkowski, who all played long, lyr-
ical phrases.

NexL pianist Emanuel Ax
appeared for Mozart's D minor con-
cefto, K 466, which he handled with
supreme confidence and security.
He communicated his lines elo-
quently, alwais with precision, a
sparkling tone and a feeling of sim-
pliciff. His left hand's accompani-
ment figures lent a rhythmic
excitement to the piece's .orerall

-

sound, even when joined by the full
orchestra.

The other musicians, in turn, fed
off Mr. Ax's energr. Immediately
following his solos, they played with
urgency and attentively matched his
phrasing and afticulation.

Unfottunately, this spirit seemed
to dissipate after a while, with the
overall sound losing its focus and the
phrase endings their nuance. In
these spots, the overall balance
emphasized the repetitive chords

and rhythmic fig-
ures in the winds,
sometimes cover-
ing the piano's
lines.

The musicians
approached

Emanuel Ax played Mozart's D minor concerto with contidence,
precision and a sparkling tone.
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Beethovenls Fifth Symphonywith a
more consistent level ofplaying. Ms.
Ben-Dor conducted here with more
freedom - from memory and with a
repertoire of gestures different from
elsewhere in the concert Her fluid
mov6iments in portions of the first
and Second movements allowed the
music to flow and sometimes even to
lilL The musicians responded to her
new afiifude, with especially
expressive work from the violas,
cellos and basses.' As in the Vaughan Williams, Ms.
Ben-Doy's approach was predomi-
nanfly athletic. Because of the vig-
orous and rhythmic nature of this
particular symphony, the technique
worked relatively well. There were
some plaees, however, includingthe
delicate wind solos of the Andante,
where her motlons seemed too
forceful for the character of the
music.
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